Abstract. We present a new paradigm for multicasting. Our paradigm combines two ideas: a simple distributed algorithm for automatically numbering network links with a small amount of numbers, and a novel forwarding method. We describe our paradigm in detail and discuss its benefits and drawbacks qualitatively and quantitatively.
Introduction
Internet Protocol (IP) based multicast does not scale, because it requires core routers to keep a forwarding table entry corresponding to every multicast group (in the worst case). As the number of multicast groups grows with the upheaval of IP television and publish/subscribe applications, this is no longer feasible.
Another approach for multicasting called LIPSIN (Line Speed Publish/ Subscribe Inter-Networking) was presented in [1] . The headers of LIPSIN carry a bloom filter that describes every link of the multicast tree. While being an interesting concept, LIPSIN has serious drawbacks, e.g.: DoS; LIPSIN prevents loops by dropping packets that came in from a wrong interface with respect to the packet's bloom filter. However, since two different trees can have the same bloom filter representation, this causes Denial of Service (without virtual links, which dramatically increase the protocol complexity and sometimes the amount of state). Forwarding to wrong links; By design, LIPSIN forwards traffic to some links that are not a part of the intended multicast tree. While it is possible to reduce the amount of such "false positives" by certain optimizations, they are an intrinsic property of bloom filters. If false positives are unacceptable, some other multicast mechanism is needed. No local recovery; In IP multicast all link/node failures are repaired locally. LIPSIN does not specify this, and also it cannot recover from single node/link failures using bypass tunnels (without virtual links). The reason is that normally LIPSIN disallows forwarding packets to the interface from which they came in, which is needed in many recovery scenarios. Large overhead; By design, bloom filters are relatively long bit stringsin LIPSIN 256 bits is suggested. While this may be acceptable in large networks providing IP television service, small networks may find this wasteful.
Traditional (IP/MPLS) source routing suffers from high header overhead as well as from the lack of a protocol mechanism for multicasting. Also, source routes in packet headers reveal network topology to eavesdroppers [1] . Hence source routing is not used in current networks even for unicasting. We propose a Source Routed Multicast (SRM) paradigm that aims to rectify the drawbacks traditionally associated to source routing.
Overview of SRM and qualitative comparison to LIPSIN, IP multicast, and traditional source routing
The main differences of SRM compared to traditional source routing are the following: First, to make the header overhead in SRM as small as possible, we present a simple distributed algorithm that automatically numbers core network links with a small amount of numbers, leading to a small number of bits needed in packet headers (Section 2). We find empirically that this mechanism keeps header overhead very low. Second, we introduce a protocol mechanism for multicasting with source routes. More specifically, we propose to include additional bits into the packet header's "link stack" that indicate if a given core router needs to forward the packet to its customer interface(s) (Section 3). We find empirically that this mechanism does not introduce prohibitively high cost in terms of link usage (Section 4). Third, to give some protection against topology leaking, we use a random arbitrary-length padding in the "address stack" of packet headers (Section 3). We circulate the padding in the header so that there is no way (at least in principle) for an eavesdropper to know the location of padding in the header, and hence no way to separate real link numbers from the padding 1 . The high-level overview of SRM is illustrated in Fig. 1 . SRM is intended to be used within a single Autonomous System (AS), and it is (implicitly) a Layer 2 protocol. However, it might be possible to extend it to a multi-AS setting by allowing ASes to advertise source routes (in some obfuscated format to hide topology) across AS boundaries. However, since arguably (due to bandwidth use based billing) there seems to be very little incentive for ASes to provide transit service for multicast, we will only focus on the intra-AS scenario.
The main philosophical drawback of SRM compared to LIPSIN is that in SRM the access routers need to keep state (except in broadcast access networks, e.g. wireless). However, we claim that maintaining state in access routers is acceptable for two reasons: First, the amount of state needed in access routers is typically small compared to the amount of state potentially needed in core routers, and second, since access network topology is typically a tree or a ring, the access routers do not need complicated routing protocols. We claim that SRM provides smaller state for core routers than LIPSIN, because LIPSIN needs to cache certain packets (for details see [1] Fig. 1 . SRM architecture overview. Note that SRM introduces more packets to the interface between the rendezvous point and its adjacent core router (also known as "stress" [15] ). Hence one should implement this interface virtually instead of physically.
SRM facilitates local recovery from single link/node failures, just like MPLS [9] 2 . Also, SRM forwarding does not involve any cache lookups, and hence (at least in principle) it should always be fast.
In LIPSIN a core router needs to AND the header of each incoming packet with each of its interface addresses. Hence it is slow if routers are not equipped with interface processor. On the other hand, in SRM the amount of per packet logic operations is constant.
In IP networks a random path is selected among equal cost paths between two nodes. Hence by using IP we cannot always measure the performance of a given path. Also, LIPSIN does not facilitate this (without node IDs in packets). This is a concequence of the fact that in LIPSIN there may be several end-nodes even if we try to pin a certain path (because of forwarding to wrong links). On the other hand, SRM facilitates much easier active measurements. This point should become clear once we describe our paradigm in detail in Section 3.
An example illustration of the differences in the cost-optimal multicast trees facilitated by the three approaches is presented in Fig. 2 . There the gray router is the core router next to the multicast source, and the white routers are next to multicast destinations. In the figure LIPSIN provides the lowest cost while IP multicast yields the highest cost. In Section 4 we find that this is the case in general.
Related work
SRM utilizes source-routing of multicast trees. Previous papers [4, 5] have studied source-routing of general multicast trees, in which branching is allowed outside (a) IP multicastnaïve [10] trees are used for multicasting (cost=6).
Steiner arborescences may be used (cost=4). (c) SRM -costoptimal set of paths may be used (cost=5). the source node. However, source routing of general trees is very complicated in terms of forwarding. We avoid this complexity by (intuitively) disallowing branching outside the source. Many papers, e.g. [6, 16] , have addressed the problem of computing multicast trees with degree constraints. Our approach is different in the sense that we do not impose a degree constraint on the source node, while for other nodes the (out)degree constraint is 1 (intuitively). Many papers, e.g. [15] , have studied MPLS-based multicasting, in which branching is allowed only in certain routers. Our approach differs from this line of work, since we utilize explicit source routing instead of (IP/MPLS) routing tables. Many papers, e.g. [2] , have addressed vehicle routing problems, which capture the essence of our problem. These papers typically focus on computation, while we will focus more architectural and protocol aspects.
Automatic link numbering algorithm of SRM
The first question one might ask is, why should we number links when they already have MAC-addresses. Could we not use them for source routing? The problem is simply overhead. For example, if we would source-route the path in Fig. 3 with 48-bit addresses, the resulting address stack would be 392 bits long at the first node, while with SRM it is only 33 bits long (see Fig. 4 ).
When thinking about automatic numbering, the first thing that might come into mind would be to number the nodes (core routers) of the network with network-wide unique numbers. This would facilitate hop-by-hop forwarding with the help of routing and forwarding tables, as well as tunneling multicast packets by listing only the destination node numbers in the packet header. However, this approach runs into trouble if we connect two large networks that have already numbered nodes. Also, it would not facilitate removing routing tables from core routers. Hence our automatic link numbering algorithm assigns a number for each link of the network instead. These numbers are not unique within the network. Instead, the aim is to use the smallest amount of numbers (and hence the smallest amount of bits in packet headers) possible, so that any path (sequence of link numbers) starting from a given node is still unique. Our approach has no problems if we connect two already numbered networks, and furthermore, does not need routing or forwarding tables. We assign only one number for each link (instead of each interface). This approach enables the destination core router of a path to send a response to the source via the same path the packet traveled to it. For example, active measurement applications should benefit from this approach.
The distributed link numbering problem that our algorithm implicitly solves differs from the distributed graph edge coloring problem (see e.g. [11] ) in one key aspect: we typically need to color (number) only one link at a time, while edge coloring algorithms are optimized for coloring an existing network that has no colored links in the beginning. Hence we can use a much simpler algorithm than the most sophisticated coloring algorithms.
The most common situation is the following: a core router notices a new link. In this case the adjacencent routers first synchronize their Link State Databases (LSDBs). Then both routers determine from their LSDBs whether each router having smaller ID has already numbered its adjacent links. If yes, then the router (one of the adjacent routers) determines from its LSDB the smallest number not yet assigned to any of its own core links, or the adjacent router's (over the newly detected link) core links 3 , and assigns this number for the new link. This means that if several links are detected simultaneously, our algorithm proceeds step-by-step from the core router having the smallest ID to the core router with largest ID. After each step the router that numbered its adjacent links floods the resulting numbers (as well as the adjacent node IDs) to other routers inside a routing protocol (e.g. OSPF or IS-IS). Then the router having the next smallest ID can number its adjacent links. If after the numbering there are number conflicts (i.e. one or more routers have the same number on two or more links) they are resolved in the order given by node IDs. An example of the result of automatic link numbering is given in Fig. 3 .
A classical theorem by Vizing says that the edges of a graph of maximum degree ∆ can always be colored with at most ∆+1 colors. However, our algorithm sometimes needs more colors (numbers). Hence we simulated the performance of our algorithm in the real core networks of Fig. 5 , in ITALIAN-NET, in a 10000-node grid graph, as well as in a 1000-node Waxman-graph generated with parameters α = 0.15, β = 0.2 (see [14] ), yielding diameter 3. We assigned the numbers in random order for the links. Table 1 gives the results. From the table we can conclude that our algorithm rarely requires additional bits for link representation compared to optimal (∆ + 1) numbering. Hence we believe that the simplicity of our numbering algorithm outweighs the small overhead increase it produces (compared to optimal numbering).
Routing and Forwarding in SRM

Overview
The main idea of our multicast paradigm can be illustrated by means of analogy. Consider the Open Vehicle Routing Problem [2] , in which one has a depot that hosts one or more delivery cars. The depot is located at a certain network node, while the network links represent roads. Also, one needs to send some physical objects from the depot to customers (a subset of network nodes) using the cars. The problem is called Open if the cars do not need to return to the depot after delivering the objects to customers. Now if we do not limit the number of cars or their capacities, and we allow loops in the car routes, we have the essence of our multicast paradigm. Let us now give two more formal definitions, as well as two observations that intuitively motivate our approach.
Definition 1. Minimum cost source-rooted multicast paths (SRMP) problem:
Find the set of directed paths (possibly containing loops) starting from source node, so that each destination (core router next to a destination) is a part of at least one of the paths. Find the set in such a way that the sum cost of links that are used by the paths is minimal.
Definition 2. Delay-constrained minimum cost source-rooted multicast paths (DC-SRMP) problem: SRMP with the restriction that all paths must have a given delay or less.
Observation 1. With symmetric link costs optimal solution to SRMP has a cost that is at most twice the cost of the optimal Steiner arborescence covering the same set of destination nodes (cost increase factor 2). With asymmetric link costs the cost increase factor is at most D (nrof core routers next to destinations).
Proof. Symmetric link costs: Take the cost-optimal Steiner tree (cost-optimal arborescence with backward links) and traverse it with Depth First Search (DFS), adding each traversed link (also backward links) to a path. Now any link of the optimal Steiner tree will be traversed at most twice. Asymmetric link costs: Select the lowest cost path to each destination.
Observation 2.
A feasible solution to DC-SRMP exists whenever a feasible solution to the corresponding delay-constrained Steiner tree (arborescence) problem exists. Also, in this case the cost increase factor is at most D Proof. Any branch of a Steiner arborescence can be enforced by means of a source routed path. Hence, given the cost-optimal Steiner arborescence that satisfies delay constraints, SRM can send packets to any destination via the same path that is used in the arborescence.
The main point of these proofs is that cost-optimal solutions to SRMP and DC-SRMP never have a higher cost than D * (cost of the corresponding costoptimal Steiner arborescence 4 ), and in case of symmetric link costs and no delay constraints, cost-optimal solutions to SRMP never have a higher cost than 2 * (cost of the corresponding cost-optimal Steiner arborescence). The latter result shows that theoretically SRM produces lower cost than IP multicast. This will be verified empirically in Section 4. It is well known that both Steiner arborescence problem as well as SRMP are N P-hard. However, many practical (optimal as well as heuristic) solution methods are known for both. 
SRM header and forwarding of SRM packets
A key concept of our paradigm is the header structure of a multicast packet (SRM header). An example of this header is given in Fig. 4 . An SRM header contains the following fields in the given order:
1. Link representation length in bits; 4 bits (maximum core router degree 2
Header length in 32-bit words; 8 bits (maximum path length ⌊8132/16⌋ − 1 = 507 hops) 3. Payload type/length; 16 bits (similar to EtherType field in Ethernet header) 4. Link/customer interface stack + padding; variable length, altered by routers on the path
The link representation length tells each router of the path how many bits are used in this header for expressing link numbers. By default the number of bits is determined based on the number of bits required to represent the largest link number of the used path. However, in order to hide the maximum node degree and to gain faster memory operations in core routers, the router vendor/network operator might decide to use a larger number of bits than required (most likely 7 bits) to represent links. In this case the automatic link numbering protocol could select the numbers more sparsely, allowing more randomness to the padding.
The link/customer interface stack is a sequence of bits that indicates for every router of the path (1) if the router should forward the packet to customer interface(s), and (2) the next link (if any) where the packet should be forwarded. There is one important aspect about the padding. It must begin with a bit sequence that does not correspond to a link number at the last core router of the path. This way the last router can determine the end of path. To avoid topology leaking, the padding should be selected in an intelligent way (future work) with sparse link numbering.
Whenever an SRM packet arrives to a core router, the default action is to look at the first bit in the link/customer interface stack. If it is 1, then the router forwards the payload to customer interface(s). Let the link representation length be 7 bits. Now the router looks at the next 7 bits in the stack. If they correspond to a link number, the router moves these 7 bits prepended with a 0 to the end of the header, and forwards the packet to the link.
Scalability of SRM
Now let us evaluate the scalability of SRM. In most real networks the maximum node degree is less than 30 (see e.g. [1] and Rocketfuel). Hence we typically need at most five bits (maximum degree 2 5 − 1 = 31) for link representation. Let the average Autonomous System (AS) level path length be 3 [13] , and the average core path length inside a single AS 15. In this case the link/customer interface stack length would be 5 * 45 + 46 = 271 bits. Hence (since the Internet diameter is decreasing [12] ) SRM could be used without a notable overhead increase (compared to e.g. IPv6 or LIPSIN) even if the whole Internet were a single domain. Fig. 6 presents mean link/customer interface stack size as a function of mean path length and maximum node degree.
Delay and cost of SRM, IP multicast, and LIPSINempirical evaluation
In this section we will compare the delay and cost provided by SRM, IP multicast, and LIPSIN. To understand the following discussion, the reader should have some knowledge of linear optimization [17] , and more specifically, how it is usually applied to Steiner problems [7, 8] . Since explicit delay constraints are arguably rare, we will focus explicitly on cost and implicitly on delay. In other words, we optimize for cost and present the resulting costs and maximum delays for each of the paradigms. We used Integer Linear Programming (for an introductory treatment, see e.g. [17] ) and Gurobi-solver 6 to find an optimal solution to the minimum-cost Steiner arborescence problem, as well as an upper bound for SRMP by using a Steiner arborescence formulation that disallows branching outside source. This formulation was chosen because it can be easily implemented, and can be solved relatively quickly by using the well-known cut strategies from Steiner arborescence formulations (see [7, 8] ).
To use this method in a real network, it would be possible to install the ILP solver (Gurobi in our case) to each rendezvous point, formulate the ILP program in another program (for example, written in C) whenever a JOIN or a PART message arrives to the rendezvous point, call Gurobi from the C-program, and install/modify the returned multicast group → source routed multicast path mappings in the kernel of the rendezvous point. In case of a JOIN, it might be useful to let the rendezvous point first install the shortest path to the destination (to facilitate fast response time), and solve the ILP off-line. Once the ILP program returns, the rendezvous point could re-configure its multicast group → source routed multicast path mappings.
Our test networks (besides ITALIAN-NET) are presented in Fig. 5 . They are commonly used in the literature. We also tested grid graph of 16 and 64 nodes. The cost increase factors resulting from our upper bound ILP formulation of SRMP compared to the optimal Steiner arborescence solutions with asymmetric link costs are presented in Table 2 (averages over 100 test runs). The number of destinations was 0.25 * (number of nodes) rounded to the nearest integer. More detailed test results for ITALIAN-NET are presented in Fig. 7 .
From subfigures 7(a) and 7(b) it can be seen that with unit link costs and delays the SRMP solutions (SRM ILP) have on average a lower cost than the 6 www.gurobi.com optimal ones provided by IP multicast (SPF), and are at worst 10% higher than the optimal ones facilitated by LIPSIN (Steiner opt). From subfigures 7(c) and 7(d) it can be seen that the cost gap with asymmetric random link costs between SRMP and Steiner tree solutions is about 22%-35%. With many subscribers the SRMP solutions have a lower cost than the Steiner tree solutions obtained with the approximation algorithm of [3] (Steiner heur). However, the delays of SRM tend to be quite long. In other words, it seems that solutions to SRMP would rarely be feasible solutions to DC-SRMP. However, it should be noted that in all tests the set of destinations was chosen randomly, which is the worst case for SRM.
Conclusions
We presented an automatic link numbering algorithm, and a related multicast paradigm called Source Routed Multicast (SRM). We compared SRM to IP multicast, as well as to a new proposal, LIPSIN. Overall, our analysis revealed that SRM is very competitive against these approaches.
